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Abstract. K Auger electrons emitted from excited N ions produced by multi electron transfer
from the inner surface of a metallic microcapillary were observed in the energy region of 310400 eV, for 60keV N6+ incident ions. The lower energy part (310-340eV) can be attributed to
Auger electrons from Li- and Be-like excited states in vacuum, which may have information
about decay processes of the hollow atoms (ions), which has not been observed by previous
ion-surface collision experiments. The higher energy part (340-400eV) of the spectrum may be
attributed to Auger electrons from hollow atoms (ions) and from Li-like K-LM Auger electrons.

1. Introduction
When highly charged ions (HCIs) approach a metallic surface, multi-electrons are resonantly
transferred from the surface into the excited states of ions and hollow atoms (ions) are produced [1].
We have measured x-rays [2-4] and the visible light [5] emitted from such excited ions and the charge
state distributions [2, 6, 7] and scattering angle measurements [6] of ions after their stabilization in
order to study hollow atom formation and its decay processes. We have used a metallic microcapillary
thin foil [8] as a target to produce such excited ions, which permits us to study the primordial stage of
hollow atom formation [5, 9, 10] and the final stage of the decay processes for the excited ions [2-4, 9,
10].
According to our x-ray measurements of N6+ with a Ni microcapillary, especially coincidence
measurements between x-rays and the final charge states of N ions [2], the K shell vacancy is mainly
filled by non-radiative processes in the final stage of the hollow atoms (ions) decay. Also, the
existence of spin-aligned long-lived excited states like (1s2s2p 4P) in the final stage of decay processes
was predicted [2]. To study these dominant decay processes directly, we have measured the K Auger
electrons emitted from excited N ions produced by the interaction between N6+ and the inner wall of
the microcapillary.
2. Experiments and results
Experiments were performed at the Highly Charged Ion facility in RIKEN [11]. A 60keV N6+ ion
beam extracted from a 14.5 GHz ECR ion source was magnetically analyzed and then collimated to
give a 1 mm diameter spot size on the capillary target, with a roughly 0.5 deg angular divergence.
Typical beam intensity was 1-30nA. We used thin microcapillary foils made of Ni and Au as a target.
The microcapillary foils used in our experiments were ~1mm2 in size with a thickness of ~1μm and
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had a multitude of straight holes of ~100 nm in diameter. Typical vacuum of the beam line and the
target chamber was 1×10-5 Pa. Electron spectra were measured by a tandem type electro-static
analyzer [12] at an observation angle of zero-degree with respect to the beam direction. To estimate
the background electrons produced in collisions between projectile ions and residual gases, we
measured the electron spectra with and without a Ni microcapillary foil at the target position. Electron
intensity with the Ni microcapillary foil is two orders of magnitude larger than that without the Ni
microcapillary foil, when the electron intensities are normalized by the ion currents after the target. It
is estimated that the effect of the collisions with the residual gases inside the capillary is smaller than
that with the residual gases outside the capillary. This means that the background due to collisions
between projectile ions and residual gases is negligible as compared with the real signals. Observed
electron spectra show almost the same features for Ni and Au capillary foils. Here, we show and
discuss spectra for only the Ni capillary.
A typical K-Auger spectrum is shown in figure 1. The energy resolution is about 6eV. So far, many
groups have studied the collisions of N6+ ions with a flat solid surface by measuring electron spectra,
and reported K-LL Auger electrons emitted from the hollow atoms above and below surface at the
energy region of 340-400eV [13-15]. An N6+ ion approaches the flat solid surface and capture multi
electrons from the solid surface into its excited states resonantly. Hollow atoms above surface (1st
generation) are produced in this way [9, 16]. Some of the hollow atoms emit K Auger electrons before
they collide with the solid surface, but many of them collide with the solid surface keeping their K
shell vacancy. Such ions then form rather small size hollow atoms (2nd generation) below the surface
[9, 16]. After the formation of 2nd generation hollow atoms, they emit K-Auger electrons below the
surface. Electrons in the range of 340-400 eV have been identified as K-LL Auger electrons from
hollow atoms in 1st and 2nd generations (1s2l r3l’(6-r), r > 2) [17]. Our observed spectra around 340400eV may be attributed to the K-LL Auger electrons from the hollow atoms as reported by them.
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Figure 1. Typical Auger electron spectrum for 60
keV N6+ with a Ni microcapillary. The higher energy
part (340-400eV) of the spectrum may be attributed
to the K-LL Auger electrons from hollow atoms.
K-LM Auger electron signals from excited states of
Li- like ions exist around 380 eV. The lower energy
part (310-340eV) of the spectrum can be attributed
to K-LL Auger electrons from excited states of Liand Be-Like ions. Any background was not
subtracted. Energy resolution was about 6eV.

At the lower energy region (310-340eV), no clear structure has been reported in the collisions of
N ions with a flat solid surface [13-15]. However, we have observed clear structures in this energy
region. Taking into account spectroscopic data [18, 19], the electron signals in this energy region can
be attributed to K-LL Auger electrons from Li- and Be-like excited states. Such excited states may be
produced; (1) in the decay processes of hollow atoms (ions) in vacuum and/or (2) in the decay
processes of excited ions produced by a few electron transfer processes from the capillary surface. The
former is a rather close collision case: the N6+ ion approaches close enough to the inner capillary
surface to capture about 6 electrons into its excited states and then goes into vacuum emitting some
electrons by autoionization processes to produce Li- or Be-like excited states. The latter is a rather
distant collision case: the N6+ ion passes through the capillary with a trajectory such that it remains a
large distance from the inner surface capturing a few electrons into its excited states and goes into the
vacuum emitting one or two electrons. These Auger electrons have not been observed in the collisions
between HCIs and flat solid surfaces, because of its intrinsic nature; electrons are continuously
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supplied to the ions from the solid surface.
To identify the Auger transitions, we measured an electron spectrum around 310-340eV with
higher energy-resolution (1.5eV). The spectrum is shown in figure 2 along with the lower energyresolution (6eV) spectrum. Arrows indicate the K-LL Auger electron energies for Li- and Be-like N
ions [18, 19]. We observed a clear, single peak at 316eV, which can be attributed to the Auger electron
from the (1s2s2p 4P) states within our experimental error (1.5eV).
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Figure 2. High energy-resolution spectrum for
60keV N6+ with a Ni microcapillary.
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Closed circles: lower resolution (6eV) spectrum.
Open circles: higher resolution (1.5eV) spectrum.
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We also measured electron spectra while applying a voltage of -110V from the capillary to 20mm
downstream. Observed energies of the electrons emitted from the N ions at the capillary region (-110V
floated) should be shifted to the higher energy side by 110eV. In fact, the observed K Auger electron
spectrum was shifted by 110 eV, and its intensity and shape were almost same as those without
applying any voltage to the target region except that the intensity around 426eV ( = 316 + 110 eV) was
decreased to less than half of the original spectrum. Lost electron intensity was left around 316eV.
This means that the Auger decay emitting 316eV electrons has long-lifetime components. Considering
the observed energy and the long lifetime of its decay, we can identify still more certainty the sharp
peak at 316eV as the Auger electrons from the (1s2s2p 4P) states, which have long lifetimes: 1.7, 5.2
and 52 ns for J=1/2, 3/2 and 5/2, respectively [20]. Previous results of the coincidence measurements
between x-rays and final charge states [2] predicted the existence of (1s2s2p 4P) states in the excited N
ions passing through the Ni microcapillary. We have directly confirmed this by the present
measurements.
The existence of K-LL Auger electrons from Li-like ions indicates that K-LM Auger electrons
from Li-like ions also exist. Those electrons should exist around 375-390eV [18], although we can not
say anything about their fractions in the observed signals around 375-390eV.
Other transitions could not be identified due to the poor statistics. Observed intensity from (1s2s2p
4
P) states is large compared with other states in the high energy-resolution spectrum. This intense
electron yield for (1s2s2p 4P) states may be caused not only by the production mechanism of these
states but also by our experimental conditions. Taking into account the long lifetimes of (1s2s2p 4P)
states, the ion velocity of 1mm/ns and the distance of about 70 mm from the target to the electron
analyzer, the detection efficiencies of the electron analyzer should become somewhat larger for such
long-lived states.
In summary, in the energy region of 310-400eV, we have observed K-LL Auger electrons from
excited N ions passing through a metallic microcapillary. (1) Electrons in the energy region of 340400eV may be attributed to the K-LL Auger electrons from hollow atoms [13-15], (2) electrons in the
energy region of 310-340eV can be attributed to Auger electrons from the excited states of Li- and Belike ions in vacuum, which may be the decay products of hollow atoms and/or a few electron excited
states, (3) a clear, intense peak at 316eV can be attributed to Auger electrons from (1s2s2p 4P) states
by considering its observed energy and long lifetime, (4) K-LM Auger electrons from Li-like ions may
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exist in the energy region 375-390eV, considering the existence of K-LL Auger electrons of Li-like
ions.
Combining HCIs and a microcapillary target, we could observe Auger electrons from Li and Belike excited states, which may have information on the decay processes of the hollow atoms (ions).
However, a detailed study is needed to identify observed weak Auger electrons and quantitatively
discuss the origin of excited states emitting observed Auger electrons. We plan to measure the fraction
of meta-stable states like N5+(1s2s 3S) in the primary N6+ beam, which contribute to the observed
Auger electrons, especially Auger electrons from (1s2s2p 4P) states [21].
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